
The foundation of Tohi Distillery is to offer bold taste sensations. So many interesting 
things to experiment with can be found in our own Estonian forests and gardens. The 
aronia is a vitamin-rich super-berry, well-known around here, with a characteristic 
taste that your mind and tongue will remember. We combine the aronia together with 
gin, and the result is a completely special, full-bodied and rich taste. We gather aronia 
berries from Estonian gardens, and stomp the juice out with our feet, just like in historic 
little wineries in Europe. Then, the mixture of berries, their skin and juice is mixed with 
the gin, made according to a special recipe, and is left to rest for half a year. After that, 
it is filtered, and the ruby red aronia gin is ready to be bottled. 

We make the aronia gin only once per year and in a limited amount.

APPEARANCE
Deep dark red.

AROMA
Aromatic, fruity, with hints of wormwood and herbs. 

TASTE
A walk in an August garden. An acerbic taste, as if characteristic of a 
bitter, and at the same time, a lush berry taste that is tannic and 
surprisingly dry. Character-filled aronia, soft juniper berry, the 
exoticism of cinnamon, spicy cardamom, and a dash of dried green 
herbs. A unique and well-balanced taste. The aftertaste of the gin is 
pleasantly long and slightly flushing.

SERVING
To prepare a truly Nordic aperitif, take a Copa glass, fill it with ice. Then, 
pour 4 cl of Tohi Aronia Infused Gin and add 20 cl of high-quality tonic. 
Enhance the flushing cocktail with a slice of orange.  

TOHI DISTILLERY 
We manufacture Tohi gins in the old distillery at Tohisoo Manor, with a 
history reaching back to the 19th century. Spirits or vodka have not 
been made here for decades, but they have made handbags – the 
Linda leather factory manufactured gloves and bags at Tohisoo until 
the 1990s! In 2018, the building awoke from a longer slumber, copper 
cauldrons and other equipment moved in, to provide a home for 
fascinating gin tastes. 
 
Welcome to Tohi Distillery – come and visit to explore how gin is made, 
have a taste, or organise your event. 

Tohi Aronia Infused Gin
Tangy & Lush

• Alcohol content: 38% vol 
• Bottle volume: 500 ml glass bottle
• Packaging: 6 x 500 ml cardboard box / 84 boxes on a pallet 

Attention! This is an alcoholic beverage.
Alcohol may cause damage to your health.

LIMITED EDITION! 

 


